
Literature Circle Roles 

Literary Luminary 

Name _____________________________     Circle _____________________________ 

Meeting Date _______________________     Reading Assignment ________________ 

Book ___________________________________________________________________ 

Literary Luminary: Your job is to locate a few special sections or quotations in the text 
for your group to talk over.  The idea is to help people go back to some especially 
interesting, powerful, funny, puzzling, or important sections of the reading and think 
about them more carefully.  Also look for literary devices and make connections to the 
six elements of fiction.  As you decide which passages or paragraphs are worth going 
back to, make a note why you picked each one and consider some plans for how they 
should be shared.  You can read passages aloud yourself, ask someone else to read them, 
or have people read them silently and then discuss. Remember, the purpose is to suggest 
material for discussion.

Page # and Paragraph Reason for Picking Plan for Discussion 


	Name: Maya Patel
	Circle: 6
	Meeting Date: Dec 17th
	Reading Assignment: 167-204
	Book: The Tattooist of Auschwitz
	Page  and ParagraphRow1: (#167-Gita asks Lale) "Have you lost your faith?" (#170) "Jakob, is that you?"(#184) "They cannot hear what [Baretski] says, but his message causes Gita to cover her face with her hands."(#185) "Can I ask for one thing?"(#190) "I'm still here. I'll never leave you again".(#198) "Something light lands on Lale's head and he looks up. Ash is belching from the nearly crematorium. He starts to tremble and drops his tattoo stick."(#204) "At last, a glimmer of hope."
	Reason for PickingRow1: Throughout this whole story we have commented on how hopeful Lale has been through this experience. Now, we see that he may not be as hopeful as he's making it seem.We had mentioned in a discussion earlier how we thought Jacob would have some sort of key part later on in the story so I thought that it was interesting that he showed up again and the role he played, .  I think it shows a different side of Baretski when he chooses to follow through and tell Gita Lale's message.This is Cilka asking for a favor from Schwarzhuber. He always gives these huge promises while his life is so uncertain which I find very intriguing. This is the moment where Lale recognizes that his Gypsy friends had been transported to be killed and that they were all dead. Pivotal moment for his attitude about the camp.This is the last sentence of this reading section. Where we can finally see the book heading into a possibly good direction. 
	Plan for DiscussionRow1: How did this make you feel? Do you think this was a big turning point in the story?How did you feel about this character coming back in this form? Why was it necessary for the author to have this character connection during this specific scene?Does this affect your opinion on Baretski? What does this moment suggest about Baretski?What do you think about this moment?How can he be so certain about the future? What does this suggest about his character?How did you feel about this passage? Why did this moment affect him more than any other atrocity he had witnessed at the camp. What do you think this line suggests happens next? Does this passage give us hints to a happy ending?


